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For k s 1, 2, . . . , n let w G 0 and let w s 1. Let F be a functionk k
defined and continuous on some interval J of the real axis. Take x s
 . nx , x , . . . , x g J and write1 2 n
L x, F s w F x y F w x . .  .  . k k k k
Jensen's classical inequality asserts that if F is convex on J then
L x, F G 0 for all x g J n . .
 . k  .If we write e for the function defined by e x ' x k s 0, 1, . . . wek k
see that
L x, e s L x, e s 0 ; x g J n but L x, e / 0 in general. .  .  .0 1 2
This suggests that when F has a continuous second derivative we might
expect Jensen's inequality to possess an ``error term'' involving FY. And
indeed it is easy to prove the following lemma.
LEMMA. When the function F has a continuous second deri¨ ati¨ e in J then
1 YL x, F s L x, e F j for some j g sp x . .  .  .  .2 k2
  .Here we ha¨e written sp x to denote the interior of the smallest closedk
.inter¨ al containing all of the x .k
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Proof. Denoting w x by M we havek k
2X Y1F x s F M q x y M F M q x y M F j , .  .  .  .  .  .k k k k2
where k s 1, 2, . . . , n and j lies between x and M.k k
Multiplying this by w and summing over k givesk
2 2Y Y1 1L x, F s w x y M F j s F h w x y M , .  .  .  .  . k k k k k2 2
h g sp x .k
because of the continuity of FY. When we expand the term in the last
 .  .2summation we get the result. Note that L x, e s w x y M G 0.2 k k
 . w r x1r r  .EXAMPLE. Let M u s w u r / 0 be the generalized mean ofr k k
s  . rr sthe positive numbers u and write x s u . Now take F x s x andk k k
apply the Lemma. We get
1 r r y s .rrsrr s rr sy2w x y w x s L x, e j , j g sp x .  . k k k k 2 k22 s
In terms of the u this readsk
1 r r y s .
r r ry2 sM u y M u s L x, e h , h g sp u .  .  .  .r s 2 k22 s
which improves the classical result that
M u G M u whenever r ) s. .  .r s
In general, this Lemma can be used to find an ``error term'' for any
inequality derived from Jensen's inequality provided the function F in-
volved has a continuous second derivative, but our main objective here is
 .to improve the following theorem which is known as the weighted Ky Fan
inequality.
1 x  .  .  .THEOREM A. Let a g 0, k s 1, 2, . . . , n . If A a and G a are thek 2
 .weighted arithmetic and geometric means of the a and if A 1 y a andk
 .G 1 y a denote the corresponding means of the numbers 1 y a , thenk
A a A 1 y a .  .
G .
G a G 1 y a .  .
 In this we take the weights to be the numbers w mentioned in the firstk
.paragraph.
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This inequality has been proved many times and we refer the reader to
w xthe references. Now the proof in 10 used Jensen's inequality and so the
above lemma can be applied to it. When this is done we get the following
result.
 .  .THEOREM 1. Let a g 0, 1 k s 1, 2, . . . , n . Thenk
A a G 1 y a y A 1 y a G a .  .  .  .
1s L x, e G a q G 1 y a a 1 y 2a 1 y a , .  .  .  .  .22
 .  .where a g sp a and x s log a y log 1 y a .k k k k
1 xThis result implies Theorem A whenever the a are in the interval 0, .k 2
Another consequence in this case is that
A a G 1 y a y A 1 y a G a s g L x, e G a q G 1 y a , .  .  .  .  .  .  .2
where
’3
0 F g F .
36
 .Proof. With a g 0, 1 we writek
bk xka s and e s b 1 .k k1 q bk
 .  .  .  x .  x.so that b g 0, q` and x g y`, q` . Take F x s e y K r 1 q ek k
and apply the Lemma to this function. We get
y31 j j jL x, F s L x, e 1 q K e 1 y e 1 q e 2 .  .  .  .  .  .22
 .  .for some j g sp x . Here L x, F is, by definition,k
e xk y K e M y K
w y k x Mk1 q e 1 q e
and, as before, M s w x .k k
 .We now use the latter of 1 to replace the x by b . We writek k
g s e M s bw k and then put K s g. When this is done and b is writtenk
j  .for e , 2 reads
b 1 1 b 1 y b .k
w y g w s L x, e 1 q g .  . k k 2 31 q b 1 q b 2 1 q b .k k
 .for some b g sp b .k
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 .  .  .Finally, since a s b r 1 q b and g s G a rG 1 y a we can nowk k k
express this in terms of the a to get the required result, namelyk
A a G 1 y a y A 1 y a G a .  .  .  .
1s L x, e G a q G 1 y a a 1 y a 1 y 2a .  .  .  .  .22
 .  .for some a s br 1 q b g sp a . For the sake of brevity we have notk
replaced the x in the L functional but it is to be calculated as x s log ak k
 .y log 1 y a .k ’  .To conclude, we mention that the upper bound 3 r36 s 0.048112 . . .
for g in Theorem 1 is likely best-possible as one can find, already in case
n s 4, values of a namely 0.20648, 0.20852, 0.21343, 0.21840 which givek
g s 0.048096 . . . .
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